Symposium draws wide audience
!CASALS' in~ernational symposium, "Frontiers
.tjf the Semi-Arid World," was greeted with
enthusiasm by participants from the Texas Tech
University campus, the southwestern United
States, and several foreign countries, including
Australia, Botswana, Chile, India, Kuwait, Mexico,
Saudi Arabia, and the United Kingdom. Combined
attendance at the various sessions totaled over
800 persons.
;I'J1e first day's session, opened by Texas Tech
•t .Jhiversity President Grover E. Murray, offered
a general view of factors of semi-aridity, touching on such subjects as the definition and demarcation of semi-arid lands, their ecosystems and
production potential, water harvesting, and
geopolitics. Subsequent sessions focused on
water utilization and weather modification, education, research conducted at universities of the
Consortium of Arid Land Institutions (CALI),
dryland farming, energy resources, social-science
research, and the Llano Estacado.
One question that arises when the problems
and peculiarities of arid and semi-arid lands are
discussed is "what constitutes aridity?" And,
despite the fact that the political and economic
importance of semi-arid regions is widely recognized, there is stiU no general consensus as to
the precise definition of such a region. Dr. Edwin
S. Hills, internationally recognized geologist
and honorary professor at the University of
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, addressed himself
to the problem of definitions at t he opening-day
session in a paper entitled "A Physical B:a ckground for Classifying Semi-Arid Lands."
Noting that one of his basic ideas concerning
the wetness ''or dryness of land is that "climate,
although ,a f very great significance, is in fact but
one of a number of determining factors," Hills
pointed out that the term aridity (derived from
the Latin aridum) was originally used in conjunction with land r ather than clima te. Climatologists, he said, still remind us that differences

in the land itself, including soil type, slope, and
other physiographic considerations, inlluence
its wetness or dryness and hence the types
of vegetation growing on it. Hil:ls also pointed
out that "plants and animals are directly involved in the hydrologic cycle, as they rob the
land of water as well as contribute wa ter vapor
to the atmosphere." Thus, biological influences
on aridity cannot be ignored. Hills believes that'
with the development of a more precise terminology it will be possible to define aridity, and
even various degrees of dryness. Proceeding
to discuss other factors contributing to or
ameliorating the a ridity of any given region,
the Australian scientist mentioned such a spects
as wind erosion following the removal of natural
vegetation (an important factor to consider in
making land-use classiiications), and other
changes wrought on t he land directly by human
habitation and use; exogenous surface wa ter,
termed "the most impor tant factor ameliorating
soil conditions under t he blanket of a dry
climate"; exogenous underground water; soil
types; soil salinity and the presence or absence of
other soil miner als detrimental or essential to
plant life; vegetation, which can help the soil to
hold moisture or can drain it of water alm ost
totally; the interrelationships of plants, soil type,
and water; and the geology and topography of a
given region. Hills observed that the usefulness
of a particular fram e of reference depends upon
the purposes for which the areas classified are
to be used, although each method has its limitations as well as its advantages. Using Australia
as an example, Hills remarked that in that
country the map most closely correlated to
vegetation type is a str aight geological map,
thus indicating a tie between geologyand wetness
or dryness. However, the Australian geologist
favors a more integrated approach to the demarcation ot arid and sem i-arid lands, taking into
consideration all the factors mentioned above._,
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INTERNATIONAL EXC:HANGE-ICASALS' symposium provided scie-ntists from many countries the oppor:
tunity to meet and exchange views. Here, Dr. Harold Dregne, right, chairman of Texas Tech's Department of Agronomy, visits with Dr. Ch. Krishnamoorthy, project director for the All-India Coordinated
Research Project for Dryland Agriculture at Hyderabad, and with Dr. Salvador Munoz, director of the
Centro Nacional de lnvestigaciones de Zones Aridas, Saltillo, Coahuila, Mexico.
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WHERE DOE'S ARIDITY aEGIN? - Or.
Edwin S. Hills delivers a lecture on
demarcation of arid lands.

PRESENTING THE EVIDENCE - New
Mexico State University President Gerald W. Thomas, lecturing on semi-arid
rangeland environmental sensitivity and
production potential, illustrates his talk
with transparencies.

AMBASSADOR FROM BOTSWANA
The Honorable Amos Dambe talks to
an attentive audience about agricultural
development in his country.

Dr. E. Lendell Cockrum, professor of
biological sciences at the University of
Arizona, discussed the problems currently plaguing one unquestionably arid
area: the Sahel-Sudan region of West
Africa. Cockrum stated that "in ecological terms, the basic problem of subSaharan West Africa is that the human
carrying capacity of the region has
been exceeded," and emphasized the
necessity for development in the 'SahelSudan based upon its long-term rather
than its short-term characteristics.
Cockrum's remarks covered certain
physical and social characteristics of
the region, several admonitions in regard
to development of semi-arid regions, and
six generalizations that have often
appeared in journalistic treatments of
the area but which he feels are not
supported by ,facts. These six points are
listed and discussed as follows: 1) The
climate of the region has changed permanently. According to Cockrum, there
is no hard evidence that the climate has
undergone major changes over the past
2,000 years, although he concedes that
it may now have changed for good.
2) The Sahdra Desert is advancing
southward at the rate of 30 m iles per
year. Cockrum says that the primary
cause of southward-moving sand is
misuse of the land r ather than aggression by the Sahara. 3) Groundwaterts
and rivers are virtually unlimited. Says
Cockrum, "for only a fraction of the
land is water avaNable in average
years," because groundwater is not
abundant, is not being r echarged, and
is often deep, saline, and of poor
quality. 4) The region's inhabitants are
kirgely nomads w ho raise cattle more
as a statu,s symbol than as an export
product. In truth, only ten to twenty
percent of the people in West Africa
are nomadic, and cattle and other livestock are an economic tooL Furthermore, the nomads are willing to change
their lifestyle in order to obtain a higher
standal'cl of living. 5) T echnology is
presently avaikible that could change
curnent conditions almost overnight.
Technology does exist which could bring
changes to the Sahel-Sudan, but technology is not a panacea. Even if it were,
Cockrun emphasizes that there are
barriers to its application in the form
of inadequate educat ion base and existing laws and tax structures. 6) The
drought which has occu rred over the
gist six years is the worst in the history
of this area. Cockrun replies that this
is not true. To the cont rary, he pointed
out that equally severe droughts have
occurred many times during t he past,
and that such periods are statistically
predictable. The present levels of Lake
Chad, for exa mple, "are no lower than
they wer e during the 1913-1915 and the
1941-1943 periods, even though the upstream use of water is probab~y greater
now than during the earlier periods."
The present drought has been catastrophic because the wet periods preceding it resulted in over stocking and
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consequent denudation of the r ange
lands, which have now been degraded to
the point that they will not restore them.
selves naturally unless abandoned for
generations.
In a day of increasing shortages, semi·
arid lands offer a particularly attractive
energy resource if humankind can dis.
cover how to capture and stor e it eccr
nomically. This resource is energy in
the form of sunlight and wind, both of
which are abundant in most semi-arid
regions. However, economic considera.
tions present a particularly dif.ficult
problem in relation to the use of solar
energy. Dr. George Warfield, executive
director of the Institute of Energy Con.
version at the University of Delaware
discussed a model project for utilizati~n
of solar energy built by his institutioo
emphasizing the high cost, at present,'
of such a project. For economic reasons
said Warfield, a system utilizing solar '
energy must perform many energy
functions with the same equipment, and
it would be impractical to install indi·
vidual solar-energy collector sys tems
in each building in any region not hav.
ing predominantly sunny weather. Stor·
age is one key problem in the utilization
of solar energy, and in less-sunny
regions, collection of enough energy for
heating or cooling during cloudy sp~
is another, as about 10 to 12 hours of
clear weather are necessary to build
up an extra energy supply .
Although the economic feasibility of
solar-energy utilization is less certain
than its technical feasibility, Warfield
says that a full-scale research and de·
velopment program aimed at bringing it
into commercial use is presently under·
way. In semi-arid regions, self-contained
systems in each house would be more
practical, a s the storage problems
ca used by extended inclemency woold
not arise. Installa tion of solar-energy
collectors is particularly attractive in
relation to certain minerals mined in
semi-arid regions, because refineries
run by solar energy could be located
close to the mineral resource, thus reducing transportation costs. However,
another drawback of solar-energy utili·
zation is the amount of space required
to collect it. At present, in order to
collect enough energy to operate a large
aluminum plant, 3.3 square miles of
collector surfaces would be required,
as enough energy would have to be col·
lected during the day to carry out the
plant's operations through the night. Ne
economic-feasibility an alysis for such
a system has been m ade, but costs
would obviously be great under the
present cost of solar-energy technology.
The technology for efficient utilization
of wind and solar energy wiI'l probably
continue to be slow in developing, but,
advises Dr. R . Ramakuma r, associate
professor of elec trical engineering at
Oklahom a Sta te Univer sity, "don't 1
wait for the technology to develop. Star
something and build onto it when the
technology becomes available." Also,
said Ramakumar, "don't put all your
eggs in one energy basket. " Rather, d
a multiplicity of energy sources shaul

be used. Ramakumar demonstrated a
wind-energy project that is underwa~
t the University of Oklahoma, showmg
~ays it could be added onto in the future
to become part of a "'.ind/solar-e~ergy
complex integrated with conventional
utilities. According to Ramakumar,
wind-energy devel?pment is presently
economically feasible (solar energy,
requiring expensi~e photovolta~c c_e~ls,
is still quite high m cost) and, if utilized
on a large scale, could produce electricity at about the same cost as coal.

The physical environment, importa~t
though it is, is not the sole factor influencing the development of arid lands.
The social milieu exercises its own
constraints, as pointed out by Dr. Otis
Templer, associate professor of geography at Texas Tech University, who
remarked that, although water availability is the most important influence
on population density and land use in
dry lands, "water availability is ~ turn
influenced not only by the physical
environment, but to a considerable
degree by the institutional or legal
framework controlling the allocation of
existing water supplies, or the question
of water rights." Said Templer, "it is
to be regretted that geographers, with
their avowed concern for the harmonious
interaction of man and nature, have not
been more active in helping design
institutions better suited to function in
particular environments." Various countries and political entities have developed a wide variety of systems for
allocating and regulating water rights,
and Templer pointed out that both the
governmental level at which these rights
are regulated and the form of government employed affect the access of
individuals and groups to water.
Focusing his talk mainly on water law
in Texas and the western United States,
Templer discussed the legal classifications of various types of water and the
ways in which they often give rise to
controversy. Water-rights law in most
politicat·-jurisdictions is comprised of
a complex and well-engrained legal
network which fails to recognize that
all water, regardless of its location or
form, is part of a unified hydrologic
cycle and should be treated as merely
"passing through" a particular stream,
cloud, or whatever. For example, laws
governing groundwater are often quite
different from those governing the use
of streams, although heavy utilization
of groundwater can adversely affect
the flow of surface water. The water-law
institutions with which we are familiar
today, noted Templer, "are very important evidence of how a particular
society perceives its natural environment and water resources." It is these
institutions that have generally given
a property owner the right to use as
much water from a stream or river
running through his land as he cares to,
and have interpreted groundwater as
an integral part of the soil and therefore the property of the person owning
that soil. These interpretations are
(Continued on Page 4)

TWO GEOLOGISTS - Dr.
Vincent E. Mc:'Kelvey, director of the U.S. Geological
Survey, chats with tCASALS'
director Frank 8. Conselman.

SCIENTIST wacOMED
Dr. Fernando Medellfn Leal,
director of the lnstituto de
lnvestigaci6n de Zonas Deserticas, Universidad de San
Luis Potos(, Mexico, is greeted
by Dr. Orio E. Childs, University Professor at Texas
Tech. The two served as cochairmen for the openingday session.

AGRICULTURE DISCUSSEDDr. David Gibbon, right,
specialist in dryland farming
from the United Kingdom,
discusses African agriculture
with Texas Tech students
Archibald Makobo of Botswana and Mohamed S. Salib
of Sudan.
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simply not suited to arid regions,
especially those regions where small
amounts of groundwater constitute the
only available moisture. Although the
common-law interpretation of groundwater rights has been replaced in most
of the western states that used to
recognize it, Texas still uses this interpretation. Thus, Templer observed
that, although an appropriation system
of allocating water rights would seem
to be better suited to arid and semi-arid
regions than the common-law system,
and it might be reasonable to expect
such a system to exist in most arid
lands, "the development of water-law
systems cannot be attributed so directly
to climatic influence as contended by
some western historians. Many other
influences must also be considered,
among them perceptual and political
factors." These factors have led to the
introduction of systems unsuited to the
environment not only in the western
United States, but also in arid and semiarid British colonies, and other dry
regions of the world where Anglo-EurO:
peans have settled. The development of
irrigation and close settlement have thus
been hindered in such regions. In addition, said Templer, while man has adapted himself and his institutions to conditions in decidedly arid places, the greater
variability in environmental conditions,
particularly in amounts of precipitation,
in semi-arid areas "can easily lead man
to a faulty perception of environmental
realities during wetter periods. Once a
legal system based on faulty resource
perception is established, it tends to
endure, however unsuited to the environment." The presence of unsuitable systems is particularly prevalent in
political entities containing both arid
and humid lands, such as the United
States or even the state of Texas. Of
technology, while it may help to alleviate
water problems to an extent, Templer
reported that "excessive faith in technological solutions is said to constitute
one of the chief obstacles to properly
facing the social, political, and legal
problems of water supply, and arid
regions today should be more concerned
with such things as modernizing water
law in order to promote more efficient
use and management." Because the . ··
common-law interpretation that whoev.e r
grabs the water first gets to use · it, ·
regardless of the effect upon a neighbor's supply, discourages any form
of cooperation in water utilization and
management, "it would appear that an
obvious solution to achieving coordinated
and efficient management of water
resources in the arid lands, or in any
other region where there is heavy water
demand, would be for the appropriate
jurisdiction to institute an all-inclusive
appropriation system for application to
water in whatever phase of the hydrologic cycle it might be found." This
will be easier said than done, as Templer recognized in his lecture: "Once an
individual is given well-defined un-

regulated water rights it is understandable he will go to great lengths to
protect them from abridgement."
However, he must be re-educated to
understand that such abridgement may
in the long run protect him.
Another lecture recognizing the influence of social fabric upon environmental adaptation was presented by
the Honorable Amos Dambe, Ambassador of Botswana to the United States
and Canada, who addressed the symposium luncheon on Wednesday regarding the development of his country.
Dambe observed that political and social
constraints play as great a role as
economic constraints in preventing
speedy development of agriculture in
the poorer countries of the world.
Although the necessary technology is
available, said Dambe, "We are stHl
searching for adequate means of putting
it into effect."
With regard to Botswana's semi-arid
regions, Dambe acknowledged that the
appropriate technical solutions are
less apparent, adding that these areas
have special social and political problems as well as peculiar physical
characteristics. The ambassador focused
his talk on livestock development in
the drier regions of Botswana because,
he said, "it is in respect of livestock
that the most significant developments
are taking place in the social and
political fields which I have chosen
for my subject."
According to Dambe, many of the sociopolitical problems of his country are
the result of its sparse and widely distributed population, which makes both
economic and social infrastructure expensive. For example, transportation
costs to remote regions are high. The
thin spread of population can make
establishment of needed services such
as clinics and schools difficult, although
in Botswana, many people have alleviated this latter problem to an extent
by establishing large villages and
mi>ving into the hinterlands only during
the 'growing season. However, such
patterns of mobility often cause difficulties in getting crops planted on time,
as well as problems arising from the
fact that livestock herds must be entrusted to herdboys because -they are
kept at a distance from thejr owners.
In addition, the isolation and the harshness of conditions faced by inhabitants
of remoter areas have produced different cultural values from inhabitants
of the more densely populated regions,
as well as greater conservatism. Thus,
it is difficult to update the social, physical, and political circumstances in these
regions, even with adequate capital
investments. Says Dambe, "the government of Botswana has a dual economic
strategy. It aims to secure rapid and
large returns to the nation from m ining,
etc., and to reinvest the proceeds in
such a manner as to promote labourintensive activities and improve
services in the rural areas." The government has adopted a policy that provides greater assistance tu the remoter
areas.
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With regard to livestock development
and land tenure, Dambe remarked that
"the principal social and political problems associated with development of
the livestock industry are . . . those
arising from the system of land tenure."
Most grazing land in Botswana is held
in common, and Dambe feels that this
form of landholding discourages the
development of a sense of responsibility
in the individual. The traditional form
of tenure sufficed while land was
abundant, but the human and animal
population explosion and the recent
practice of drilling and allocating bore.
holes to specific individuals or groups
have altered the situation. E stablishment
of boreholes reduced livestock mobi1ity
and thus contributed to overgrazing in
the area around the hole. Boreholes are
allocated by the government, while land
is not. The poorer farmer does nm have
the resources to get a borehole allocation, so at present the richer farmer
is at an advantage, and some of the
wealthier farmers are currently pushing
for fencing in tribal areas to protect
their water rights. Fencing can be a
legitimate land-management ~oal, but
the government is at present faced with
the problem of how to use fencing without putting the poor farmer at an even
great er disadvantage. In an effort to
solve the current land-tenure problems,
the government is presently completing
a land-resources and -use survey, which
will be followed by a program of land·
use planning designed to develop policies
on land allocation, demarcation, and
registration in an attempt to distribute
the land in a manner that is fair to all.
Semi-arid regions have given rise to
cultures which differ in many respects
from societies of European heritage
because of necessary environmental
adaptation. One of these cultures, of
course, is that of the American Indian.
In a lecture on th·e education of Ameri·
can Indians, Dr. Dale Little Soldier,
Indian Education .Consultant for the
Nevada State Department of Education,
discussed the failure- of traditional edu·
cation to me~t the needs of Native
American . students and reviewed recent
steps taken· Jo remedy this failure.
Among the most prominent of these, he
said, has been the formulation of curri·
cula giving attention to traditional
Indian values, tribal history and gov·
ernment, Indian languages and religions,
and other aspects of Indian culture.
Additionally, some school districts are
training teachers and other professionals
to make them more aware of the differ·
ing backgrounds and needs of Native
American students; encouraging parent
and community involvement in the
education of these students through the
establishment of advisory boards and
the use of community members as aides
and classroom resource persons ; and/or
establishing bilingual programs where
ther e are many students who know little
or no English. Further, cbanges are
being' made in organization of studen~
within the classroom. The orientation is
shifting toward open education, which
appears to be better suited to the stu·

dents' needs than the traditional teacherdominated setting. Little Soldier feels
that, given dedicated personnel and
sufficient funding, frontiers in the education of native Americans will advance
and increase in number in the next ten
years. Little Soldier's paper was coauthored by Dr. Leona M. Foerster,
associate pro:essor of curriculum and
instruction at Texas Tech University.
The Llano Estacado, that portion of the
u. s. High Plains on which Lubbock
and Texas Tech University are located,
is, in contrast to many semi-arid
areas, a highly developed region with
its cotton, grain, and livestock industries.
This region, however, has its own problems, many of which are the result of
its rapid development. Less-developed
semi-arid countries and regions, as they
strive for economic progress and a
higher standard of living, might do
well ro look at the problems facing High
Plains residents today, especially
problems related to the management
and use of water. They might thereby
save themselves from costly errors.
In a day-long session on the Lla no
Estacado as a case study in utilization
of semi·arid lands, Dr. Donald E. Green,
professor of history at Central State
University in Edmund, Oklahoma, discussed the history and probable future
of irrigation on the Texas High Plains.
Green's lecture revealed the importance
of farmers' ·attitudes in the development
of irrigation on the Llano Estacado.
These attitudes were perhaps as influential as the 1930's drought and dustbowl, which was the precipitating factor
in bringing irrigation to the region on
a large scale. Also contributing to its
adoption were the development of new
technology which m ade the installation
of irrigation wells and pumps less
expensive than when they were first
invented, and the availability of loans
for installation of irrigation equipment
offered under New Deal programs.
The first attempts to introduce irrigation on the Texas High Plains were
made around 1910, during a drought
per!od. At the time, it was promoted
?Jamly by land developers hoping to
increase the value of their property.
Many of these developers went so far
as to set up complete irrigation farms
and sell them on credit. However, the
~arly irrigation systems were costly to
mstall ($2,000 to $6,000 per pumping
plant) and troublesome to m aintain
especially for farmers with little '
~echanical experience. Additiona'lly, the
die-hard constitution of the High Plains
fa.rmer himself probably worked against
widespread use of irrigation. Green
quoted the response of one farmer who
was asked during a 1917 dry spell why
he was not irrigating his crop· "It may
rain:" So, when the drought that had
~ot1v~ted irrigation attempts ended in
~· mterest in the technique faded
until the Great Depression.
It was the 1930's dustbowl, plus the
devel~pment of improved and refined
PUmpmg systems, that led finally to the
general practice of irrigation on the

Llano Estacado. And as irrigation
became easier, farmers began developing a new attitude toward watering
their crops. Now, according to Green,
"the new 'rainmakers,' as one farm
journalist called them, were irrigating
in order to maximize their profits
through higher yields, rather than as
a form of crop insurance when all else
failed." But irrigation in its turn has
led to new water problems, as it
steadily depleted the water contained
in the Ogallala Aquifer. It has long been
recognized by scattered individuals that
the Ogallala water is not being replenished, but, said Green, "irrigators were
so convinced that their water supply
was not damaged that in 1947 they
defeated a ground-water conservat ion
act . .. which would have established
controls on water usage." In 1951, Llano
Estacado residents themselves established such a district, but its jurisdiction
does not fall over the total High Plains
area. Only in the past fifteen years or so
have irrigation farmers become strongly
aware that their groundwater is declining steadily. Now m any of them are
in favor of massive water importation, an idea which originated with the
Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps
of Engineers in the early 1960's, but has
received little or no support from outs ide the High Plains region. Many feel
that water importation is the only way
to avert regional economic disaster. In
pursuit of surplus water, a local group
established Water, Incorporated in Lubbock in 1967. However, setbacks to
water importation plans were already
becoming apparent. The Texas Water
Development Board had in 1966 unequivocally stated that surplus water
from East Texas would not suffice to
carry West Texas into the future . In
addition, inhabitants of the Mississippi
delta region began to m a ke vocal their
strong opposition to allowing West Texas
to import their surplus water. And
Texas voters defeated a 1969 bond issue
proposed to provide the funds needed to
build a reservoir and canal system in
East Texas. Then, in 1973, the Bureau of
Reclamation reported upon its waterimporta tion studies, saying that the
cost~benefit ratio of bringing in water
from the Mississippi River was not
favorable enough to just1fy the proposal
to the Federal Government. However,
reported Green, many Plains farmers
cling tenaciously to the belief that water
importation is inevitable, although, in
his opinion, it would take a serious
situation ·s uch as a severe food shortage to create national support for water
importation to the High Plains.
In conclusion, Green pled for a realistic
assessment of alternatives in planning
for the future of the Llano Estacado.
One of the most important of these
a'lternatives is efficient utilization of
the water that is left in the Ogallala
Aquifer. Too long, Green insisted, has
the High Plains been perceived through
the haze of myth. It has been thought
of, in turn, as a part of the Great
American Desert, as the Garden of
the World, and as the Land of Under-
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ground Rain (inexhaustible, of course).
Now it is looked upon by many as a
region all of whose problems would be
solved by importation of water. Commenting that much time and money
have gone into research on how to
manage and conserve our present water
resources, Green said, "but as I drive
over the Plains, I find little evidence of
farmers' using . . . new conservation
techniques." Again, a major factor is
attitude. Realistic planning for t he
future, in Green's opinion, cannot get
underway until the High Plains resident
relinquishes the dream of salvation by
importation and examines instead the
ways in which he can manage his
remaining water resources.
The proceedings of the symposium will
be published in six volumes. Publication
dates and prices will be announced
later. P ersons wishing to be notified
when the publication is out should contact the International Center, specifying
the sessions or papers in which they
are especially interested.

Grasshoppers
subject of study
Dr. William R. Atchley of Texas Tech's
Department of Biological Sciences, along
with Dr. M. J . D. White of the Department of Genetics at the University of
Melbourne, Australia, has been studying the genetic basis of shape variation on a parthenogenic (asexually
reproducing) female grasshopper,
M oraba virgo, which occurs in the
sandy xeric regions of Australia. This
grasshopper is of particular interest
not only because there are no males
in the species, but also because, even
though its parthenogenic mode of reproduction supposedly is inconducive to
evolution, it has evolved both genetic
and food-preference variations. Past
observation of parthenogenic insects
suggests that t he insect should be
genetically and ecologically uniform;
however, this grasshopper not only
manifests three genetic races with
different shapes, but also feeds on
three different species of Acacia. The
results of Atchley's study will be of
value because they can be extrapolated
to other parthenogenic insects such as
aphids, some types of cockroaches,
certain bees and wasps, and other
insects which at times constitute a
pest-control problem. Atchley's work
has been supported by the National
Science Foundation.

ICASALS, Inc., is a non-profit research and education organization
located at the International Center
for Arid and Semi"Arid Land Studies.
Contributions may be made to
ICA'SALS, Inc., on a tax exempt
basis.

Comparative literature symposium scheduled
The Eighth Annual Comparative Literature Symposium, January 22-25, 1975,
focusing on the University's special
mission in arid-land studies, has as its
theme "Albert Camus' Literary Milieu :
Arid Lands." Featured lecturer will be
Dr. Eugene Ionesco, who is noted for
his innovative techniques in both form
and presentation, and recognized as
the inaugurator of the theater of the
absurd. Dr. Ionesco's lecture topic,
presented on January 22, will be "La
lumiere chez Camus." The welcoming
address will be delivered by Texas Tech
President Grover E . Murray. Other
speakers and topics are scheduled as follows: January 22, Dr. Haskell M. Block,
Distinguished Professor of Comparative
Literature, Brooklyn College and Graduate School of the University of New
York, "Spiritual Regeneration in the
Work of Camus"; January 23, Dr.
Jerry L. Curtis, assistant professor of
French, Rice University, "Thorns and
Thistles : The W eltanschauungen of
Voltaire and Camus"; Dr. Anna Balakian,
professor of French and of comparative
literature, and director of graduate

Mural dedicated
The foyer of the Texas Tech Museum
has recently been distinguished by a
mural depicting the role of water in the
development of the Southwest. The
mural was painted by Peter Rogers,
who was born in England and studied
there at St. Martin's School of Art, but
who currently resides in San Patricio,
New Mexico. The design in black ink
on gesso, measuring 18 x 40 feet,
represents the territory of the Southwest from the mountains with their
rocky outcrops to the rangelands and
man-made dams of the lower regions.
Rogers explains that he chose black
and white because it allows more
freedom than does color in the expression of mood through utilization of
natural forms. The mural was dedicated
at an October 19 reception at The
Museum honoring Rogers. The Museum's October program featured an
exhibit of some of the artist's other
works.

studies in comparative literature, New
York University, "Alienation and
Aridity: The Climatic Correlative in
Camus' Writing"; Dr. Patricia M.
Hopkins, assistant professor of French,
Texas Tech University, "Vaiery and
Camus: Solar Reflections"; and Dr.
Brian T. Fitch, Gerald Larkin Professor
of French and chairman of the Department of French, Trinity College, University of Toronto, "Camus' Desert
Hieroglyphics"; January 24, Dr. Tom
Bishop, professor of French and comparative literature and chairman of the
Department of French and Italia n
Languages and Literatures, New York
University, "Camus and Beckett : Variations on an Absurd Landscape"; Dr.
Marilyn Schneider, associate professor
of Italian and chairperson of the Department of French and Italian, the
University of Minnesota, "Theater
Under the Sun: L'Etranger, Il deserto
dei Tartari and Two Condemned Men";
Dr. Theodore M. Klein, assistant professor of classics, Texas Tech University, "Classical My.th and Symbolism
in Camus"; Dr. Phillip H . Rhein, chairman of the Comparative Literature
Program and professor of German,
Vanderbilt University, "The Northern
Desert: A Comparison of Camus' The
Fall and Van Eyck's 'Ghent Altarpiece' "; and Dr. Vivian I. Davis, assistant professor of English, Texas Tech
University, "The Genius of Fantastic
Feebleness (with Apologies to Richard
Wright)."
Several corollary events are scheduled
to emphasize the focus on Camus and
arid lands. On January 22, members of
the Department of Music faculty will
perform appropriate selections, and
the University Theater and the Oral
Interpretation areas of the Department
of Speech and Theater Arts will present
a special production in honor of Albert
Camus and Eugene Ionesco. In addition,
there will be exhibits at The Museum
of Texas Tech University of Camus'
manuscripts, first editions, and
photographs, and a display of the works
of visiting lecturers at the Texas Tech
University Bookstore.
!CASALS is among the sponsors of this
year's symposium.
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Dingus Peace
Award given
Texas Tech sop~omore William K. Dad.
son, from Accra, Ghana, is the 1974
recipient of the Georgia Dingus Peace
Award. The $200 award, administered
through !CASALS, is given annually by
Mrs. Dingus to an undergraduate or
graduate student. In order to be eligible
for the award, an applicant must
demonstrate good scholarship, believe
in the underlying principles of the United
Nations Organization, and show financial need. In addition, he or she must
have made a contribution to international understanding.
Dadson, who is majoring in advertising
and minoring in marketing. is also a
Foreign Student representative to the
Lubbock Community Coordinating Board,
secretary of the African Student Association at Texas Tech, and a member
of both the Student Lnterview and the
Host Student committees of the University's Office of International Programs. In connection with his fie1d of
study, he belongs to the Federation of
American Advertising Association and
the Texas Tech Mass Communications
Student Advisory Committee. Dadson
aspires to a diplomatic career following
graduate study, stating that "as future
leaders of the world, if the youth fail
to respect the culture and national
integrity of individual nations. then
there is no hope for everlasting peace
in the world." Therefore, he believes,
communications among the various
nations and cultures should be of great
importance to today's young people.

HEW official
attends TTU meeting
Mr. Robert Leetsma, associate commis·
sioner for Institutional Development and
International Education with the U.·S.
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, was on the University campus
October 16-17 for the board meeting of
the Southwest Alliance for Latin Amer·
ica (SALA), which is a consortium of 17
southwestern universities, as well
as to attend !CASALS' international
symposium . Leetsma served as consult·
a nt for international education programs
a t the SALA board meeting. At the
symposium, "Frontiers of the Semi·
Arid World," he presented a paper
entitled "Internationalizing Higher Edu·
cation."

Australian visitor
interested in cattle

PETER ROGERS MURAL - The Mural shown here, painted by Peter Rogers, adds
interest to the foyer of The Museum of Texas Tech University.
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Mr. J. B. Cilliers, of Milling & Trading
(Cape) Ltd., Maitland, Australia, visited
the International Center October 1. The
purpose of Mr. Cilliers' visit was to
observe area cattle production.

Mesquite control
investigated
Mesquite has become a problem on
Texas rangelands because of its
tendency to grow in profusion where
the ecology of an area has been disturbed. Shredding has been tried as a
control method, but it usually does not
kill many trees and more often results
in resprouts which grow even faster
than the original shredded plant. A
research team from Texas Tech's Department of Range and Wildlife Management, consisting of former r~search
assistant Danny L. Beck, Associate
Professor Ronald E. Sosebee, and E.
B. Herndon, a research associate, felt
that simultaneous use of shredding and
an effective herbicide would reduce
the number of treatments needed for
control of mesquite and consequently
reduce the total cost of control. This
type of program would be of advantage
to those who are unable to utilize aerialspray control, and application of herbicide from the shredder would also
reduce the likelihood that the chemical
would drift to nearby susceptible crops.
Results of a pilot study conducted in
Cottle and Hardeman counties indicate
that picloram plus 2, 4, 5-T (herbicide), combined with shredding, produces
a higher root mortality for all ages of
resprouts than either shredding or
spraying alone, and appears to have
good potential for mesquite control. In
addition, it was found that May is the
best month for shredding/spraying
applications, although good results may
also be obtained in June or October,
and that picloram plus 2, 4, 5-T
produced better results than the two
other herbicides tested.

Agricultural Awareness Day
The Student Council of Texas Tech's
College of Agricultural Sciences and the
Lubbock Agricultural Club recently
sponsored the first Agricultural Awareness Day at the University. The day
concluded with a triticale pancake
supper at which Charles G. Scruggs,
rancher and vice-president of Southern
Living magazine, as well as executive
editor of Progressive Farmer, spoke on
the changes which Americans can expect from the nation's agricultural
industry before the year 2,000, one of
the most important of which is undoubtedly the end of food abundance.
?ther changes predicted by Scruggs are
mcrease.d utilization of solar energy,
mass migration from the city to the
country, new and more numerous
opportunities for young people wishing
~o enter agriculture and a Texas textile
md us t ry that could 'match or surpass
the state's cattle industry. Perhaps the
most critical of these changes concerns
;~: use of solar energy, for Scruggs
th' ls that unless we learn how to use
\~ energy efficiently, food production
~t1 not meet the needs of the popula1on.

GUEST FROM UPPER VOl TA
- Texas Tech University President Grover E. Murray presents
Dr. Abdoulaye Y. Toguyeni,
rector of the University of
Ouagadougou, Upper Volta,
with miniature cotton bales
bearing Texas Tech's "Double
T" insignia.

Sheldgeese problem
in South America
Dr. Michael Kent Rylander, associate
profes·sor of biology, under the sponsorship of the Chilean branch of the Agency
for International Development, recently
spent two weeks in Patagonia consulting
with experts in that region on a problem presented by an overabundance
of sheldgeese. These geese, which occur
only in the southern part of South
America, are eating the grass on the
sheep range, thereby causing economic
damage resulting from reduction in the
number of animals that growers can
put on the range. The geese are a
problem not only to the sheep growers,
but also to farmers near Buenos Aires,
Argentina. During the winter they
migrate to that region and eat much
of the grain crop. Rylander met to
discuss these problems with Senor
Mateo Martinie, Director of the Instituto de la Patagonia; his associates,
Dr. Edmundo Pisano and Mr. Claudio
Venegas; and two Peace Corps volunteers, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Texera. The
Instituto, located in Punta Arenas,
Chile, on the shore of the Straits of
Magellan, conducts research on the
ecology and history of Patagonia.
The purpose of Rylander's trip was to
investigate the cause of the increase
in sheldgeese and to assess the damage
being done. Since it has been estimated
that five geese consume the same
amount of grass as one sheep, it is
imperative that a control program be
implemented as soon as possible. Rylander points out that several possible
explanations of the increase in the
sheldgoose population during this
century have been proposed: ll the
Indians of the region, who once
destroyed them, are no longer present;
2) the population of foxes which used to
kill the geese as well as eat their eggs
has been greatly reduced by settlers;
3) the introduction of sheep into the
region has so changed the nature of
the grasslands by getting rid of tall
grass, which the geese cannot eat, that
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African educator
on agricultural tour
Dr. Abdoulaye Y. Toguyeni, rector of
the University of Ouagadougou, Upper
Volta, visited Texas Tech University in
August by arrangement of the U.S.
Department of State and the International Center. Toguyeni, a physicist,
met with Texas Tech University President Grover E . Murray, Associate Dean
William Bennett of the College of
Agricultural Sciences, and Dr. Billy
Marshall, chairman of the Department
of Physics, as well as with agricultural
sciences and physics faculty. He also
toured local irrigation projects and
cattle feedlots with a view toward carrying new information back to his institution, which places a strong emphasis on
agricultural education.
The University of Ouagadougou, which
opened only last year, was the first
institution in Upper Volta to teach
physics. Says Toguyeni, however, "advanced studies in the sciences and
research efforts must wait until the
technological needs of the country are
further developed." There is a need for
teachers of technological and commercial English in order that the people
of Upper Volta may make use of the
many available technical publications
and the technical development of the
country may be speeded.
they now have a higher survival rate
because of the greater availablity of
short grasses.
Simply killing the geese to control their
numbers does not seem to be a practical
solution because they are so wary that
no one can get near them, because
there are too many of them, and because
they are found in such remote locations
that reaching all their habitats would
be expensive. According to Rylander,
the problem of control involves understanding the ecology of the goose and
finding a vulnerable point in its life
cycle. He has outlined for the Instituto
de la Patagonia specific suggestions
for a research program to study the
(Continued on Page 11)

Taiwanese visitor
INDIAN VISITORS - Discussing soil types as they relate
to water penetration and
! irrigation practices are, left
I
to right, Mr. Attur Raman,
Mr. V.N.P. Srivastava, Mr.
Ram Surat Singh, and Texas
Tech professor of agronomy
Clark Harvey.
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WH 0 fellows visit Lubbock, TTU
Three World Health Organization fellows
from India recently visited Texas Tech
and Lubbock as part of a six-month U.S.
tour. Mr. Ram Surat Singh, Mr. Attur
Raman, and Mr. V.N.P. Srivastava,
public health engineers, were in this
country for the purpose of studying
groundwater recharge, as well as
management and use of groundwater
resources. During their stay in Lubbock,
they discussed their special interests
with Dr. Dan M. Wells and Dr. Robert
M. Sweazy, director and assistant director, respectively, of Texas Tech's
Water Resources Center; Dr. Frank B.
Conselman, director of !CASALS; Mr.
Paul Gross, county agent for Lubbock

County; and with Mr. Doc Willis,
superintendent of the Lubbock City
Water and Sewage System. In addition,
they toured facilities of the College of
Agricultural Sciences, with particular
attention to irrigation techniques; observed the use of treated sewage
effluent in irrigation of Lubbock-area
farms; saw the facilities of the Lubbock
City Water and Sewage System; and
visited Lubbock's Canyon Lakes Project,
a recreational facility which is to consist of four lakes filled with treated
sewage effluent that has previously
been used for irrigation, allowed to
percolate back down to the water table,
and finally pumped out to the lakes.

Alford scholarship
Guadalupe
fund established
National Park
A perpetual scholarship fund for students in the agricultural sciences has
been established by the Regional Cotton
symposium slated Cooperatives of Lubbock in honor of the
The Museum of Texas Tech University
will be the site of an April 4-5 symposium on "Biological Investigations in
the Guadalupe Mountains National Park,
Texas." The symposium, sponsored
by The Museum, The Graduate School,
!CASALS, and the National Park Service, will assemble the results of the many
natural-resource inventory studies conducted within the past two years to assist
the National Park Service in making
management decisions and developing
an appropriate master plan for longrange development and management
of the park. Papers will be presented
in botany, malacology, entomology,
limnology, vertebrate paleontology and
paleoecology, herpetology, ornithology,
and mammalogy. All sessions will feature open discussion periods to allow
active participation by both speakers
and nonspeakers. Session chairmen will
be Dr. Hugh H. Genoways, curator of
mammals for The Museum of Texas

late Howard Alford, a prominent figure
in West Texas agriculture. Alford played
an important role in the founding of
Cotton, Inc., an organization devoted to
research on and promotion of cotton,
and sponsored through nationwide
dollar-per-bale donations from cotton
growers. Anyone wishing to do so may
contribute to the endowment, which will
be administered by the dean of Texas
Tech's College of Agricultural Sciences.
Tech University; Dr. David K. Northington, assistant professor of biological
sciences; Dr. Robert J. Baker, associate
professor of /biological sciences; and
Dr. David E. Foster, assistant professor
of entomologr. The welcoming address
will be deliv~red by Dr. J. Knox Jones,
Jr., vice-pre$ident for Research and
Graduate Studies, and dean of the
Graduate School at Texas Tech. For
further information, contact Dr. Genoways at The Museum, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas 79409.
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Mr. Hsieh Yi-Hsiung of Taipei, Taiwan,
was the guest of Texas Tech University
and the International Center November
14. Mr. Hsieh, chief of Technical
Division, Taipei Area Water Supply
and Sewage Development Commission
was in the United States to study '
water-supply and sewage engineering,
including water and sewage treatment
processes, facilities, and operations, and
water-resources development.
Hsieh spent much of his visit observing
environmental and sanitary engineering
projects at the University and touring
Lubbock's water-treatment and wastereclamation facilities. In addition, he
met with Dr. Dan M. Wells, director
of Texas Tech's Water Resources
Center, with Dr. Robert M. Sweazy,
assistant director of the center, and
with Dr. P. K. Koh, professor of
mechanical engineering.

Guest meets
with agricultural
sciences faculty
Mr. Nasser Alnowais of Abudhabi,
United Arab Emirates, was a recent
guest on the Texas Tech campus,
through arrangements made by
!CASALS. Alnowais, who has studied
in England and the United States, met
with Dr. Eugene Forester of the Department of Agricultural Engineering,
Dr. Robert Stevens of the Department
of Agronomy, and Dr. William Bennett,
associate dean of the College of Agri·
cultural Sciences, to discuss soils and
irrigation techniques. Alnowais intends
to enter government service upon
returning to his homeland.

Brackish water symposium
held in Beer-sheva, Israel
An international symposium entitled
"Brackish Water as a Factor in De·
velopment" was held in Beer-sheva,
Israel, January 5-10, 1975. The symposium, arranged by the Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev, was sponsored
by the Israel National Committee for
the International Hydrological Pro·
gram, UNESCO, the National Coun~il
for Research and Development-Prime
Minister's Office, and several other
research institutes in Israel.

Jones named to post
Dr. J. Knox Jones, dean of the Graduate
School of Texas Tech University, has
been named Vice-President for Re·
search at the University. Jones will
also continue as Graduate School dean.

Texas Tech Museum Director journeys to Africa
Texas Tech Museum Director Craig C. ·
Black supported by a $35,000 grant
from 'the National Science Foundation,
is heading a research team which will
attempt to ascertain the type of environment in which the earliest known
ancestors of man existed, with particular attention to the types of small
mammals found in that environment.
This research is the result of earlier
work by the late anthropologist Louis
Leakey and his family in Kenya, Tanzania, and Ethiopia, whose investigations have uncovered evidence of
numerous fossil hominids. Hominids
are a group of primates of which man
is the only modem species. Recently,
Richard Leakey's research has been
carried out on the eastern shore of Lake
Rudolf, a large alkaline lake in Kenya.
Black and his team hope to discover
some of the factors which contributed
to the present extreme aridity of the
region. After pre.paring for their field
work in Nairobi, Kenya, the team will
proceed to Koobi Fora on Lake Rudolf.
They will be working in cooperation
with Richard Leakey and the Center for
Prehistory in Nairobi. Black returned
to Lubbock September 10, leaving his
research team, graduate students John
Sutton and Leonard Krishtalka to
select the sites which appear ~ be the
most promising for study during the
summer of 1975. The two will look for
evidence of small mammals in sediments two to three million years old
and collect and ship to the University '
samples fur study and identification.
Says Black, "with the recovery of
representative samples of small verte-

Mammalogists to meet
The 56th annual convention of the
~erican Society of Mammalogists
Wiii be held at Texas Tech University
Jones, Jr., vice-president for Research
and dean of the Graduate School, the
dean of the Graduate School the
society is "the oldest and la~gest in
the world devoted to the study of
mammals."

Group from Israel visits
Texas Tech, ICASALS
Five agricultural o!ficials from the state
of Israel_were recent guests of !CASALS.
Mr'. Chaim Gvati, former minister of
a~iculture for Israel; Mr. Dan Mass
chief advisor to the minister and to '
FAQ·
. M at zk ev1tch,
·
·
. ' Mr· Tu via
economic
~~18 ?r to the minister; Mr. Abraham
Mraru" member of the Secretariat; and
1 ·t Gideon Cohen, agricultural counsetor 0 the Israeli Embassy in Washingo~n, D.C. we.re under the sponsorship
th the Foreign Agricultural Service of
T~e U.S. ~epa~t'.11-ent of Agriculture.
group s visit to Texas Tech was
.
Partofag
ti
enera1 agricultural
observaon tour of the United States.

brates, we should be able to reconstruct
a rather detailed history of climatic
changes over the last two to three
million years." Black says that information about the past environment and
the ways in which it changed and
affected human and animal communities should reveal important
elements for consideration in deciding
which environmental factors man will
want to impose on his surroundings in
the present. He adds that "in all of
the extensive studies done by the
Leakeys and their associates, no one
has worked out the micro-environmental changes which were occurrences
of significance in man's evolutionary
history."

TTU hosts Ghanan
marketing team
Among the latest visitors to !CASALS
was a marketing team from Ghana
sponsored by the Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board through the Agency for ,
International Development. The group,
which was in the United States for one
month, spent September 16-21 in Lubbock and surrounding areas. Their stay
in this region provided an opportunity
for the team to familiarize themselves
with the raising of cotton, the production
of cotton textiles, and the processing of
the plant's by~products. Technical leader
of the team was Mr. E. D. Austin,
assistant chief inspector of produce for
Ghana. Other team members were
Ghana's nine regional produce inspectors, Mr. S. Thomas Halm, Mr.
George Kofi Yirenkyi, Mr. D. 0.
Edjekumhene, Mr. Samuel AdubawDebrah, Mr. G. W. Sedodo, Mr. S. K.
Akoto, Mr. A. K. Amoah, Mr. James A.
Anyan, and Mr. E. K. Azasoo. Mr.
Shelby Holder, agricultural economist
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
accompanied the group during the Texas
portion of their tour. Dr. A. W. Young,
Texas Tech professor emeritus of
agronomy, served as their consultant
and coordinator while they were in the
Lubbock area.

GHANAN TEAM-Three members of the Ghanan marketing team who visited the
University in September inspect equipment at the Texas
Tech Textile Research Center.
Pictured from left to right are
Mr. E. K. Azasoo, Mr. E. D.
Austin, former Texas Tech Department of Agronomy chairman, Mr. A. W. Young, Mr.
George Kofi Yirenkyi, and
U.S.D.A. agricultural economist Shelby Holder.
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Report on sand-dune
research completed
A five-year sand-dune stabilization and
reconstruction study involving two
members of the Texas Tech University
Department of Range and Wildlife
Management and two staff members
from the Gulf Universities Research
Consortium (GURC) was completed
recently. Dr. Bill E. Dahl, professor of
range and wildlife management and
principal investigator for the project,
Mr. Bruce A. Fall, a research associate
working under Dahl, Dr. Alan Lohse,
senior scientist with GURC, and Dr. S.
G. Appan, GURC staff scientist, undertook the project under the auspices of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'
Coastal Engineering Research Center.
Their final conclusions appeared in
-August as GURC Report No. 139, entitled
"Stabilization and Reconstruction of
Texas Coastal Foredunes with Vegetation."
The study was conducted on Padre
Island near Corpus Christi, Texas, a
coastal barrier island characterized by
highly irregular rainfa'11 patterns. The
climate is generally semi-arid, although
the excessive rainfall associated with
occasional hurricanes biases the annual
average upwards. Average precipitation
from 1931 to 1973 was 28.89" annually.
According to Dahl, although part of the
study was done during a wetter-thanusual cycle, Padre Island has "a
definite deficit in water availability."
In the past, the foredunes on the Texas
coastal barrier islands provided hurricane protection to the islands' inward
parts. But overgrazing, burning, and
drought, especially during the late 1800's
(Continued on Page 12)

Chemical engineering
symposium held
Texas Tech University's Department of
Chemical Engineering, with the
Permian Basin and the PanhandlePlains sections of the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers, sponsored a
symposium at Texas Tech September
27-28 on supplemental fuels and feedstocks in the petrochemical industry.

Pro/essors add to Turkish
oral narrative collection
Dr. Warren S. Walker, Texas Tech
professor of English, and Dr. Ahmet E .
Uysal of the University of Ankara,
Turkey spent the past summer recording Turkish oral narratives from the
Kars, Van, and Diyarbakir provinces
of Turkey, three areas from which
very little folklore has been collected
because they are so difficult to reach.
After driving to the capital of each
province, Walker and Uysal walked to
the outlying villages, collecting folktales
live on tape. The emphasis in the
provinces visited during their most
recent trip was different from that in
those visited previously, as more tales
are sung rather than narrated in these
regions. Singing of tales is an older
tradition than straight narration, and is
in keeping with the character of these
provinces, where the literacy rate is
lower, nomads more prevalent, and
modern conveniences scarcer than in
other regions of Turkey.
The tales which are sung are generally
heroic epics or love stories accompanied
by an instrument known as the saz,
which is somewhat like a guitar. Folk
poets who make their livelihood singing
these tales consider themselves to be
divinely called. The poet is generally
called in one of two ways : 1) he sees

Ranch Day f eatores
German contribution
The Ranch Headquarters of the Museum
of Texas Tech University held its fifth
annual Ranch Day October 15. This
year's program pointed up the contributions of German immigrants to Texas
ranching. Appropriately, a major
feature of the 1974 Ranch Day was the
dedication of the Hedwigs Hill double
log cabin, built probably around 1853,
and later sold to Louis Martin, one of
the first of a group of 7,000 German
immigrants to Texas. Homer Martin,
great grandnephew of Louis Martin,
made the dedicatory remarks, dealing
with the time during which the Martin
family ·occupied the dwelling. Arthur
Esser and Alan Haag of Kendelia,
Texas, who donated the structure, along
with Martin descendants and relatives,
participated in the official opening of
the cabin. Martin family portraits and
memorabilia were on display, as well
as the cabin's unusual furnishings, which
were researched and acquired by Mrs.
John S. Mecham in cooperation with
Mrs. W. B. Blankenship, coordinator
of furnishings at the Ranch Headquarters. An added highlight was a
slide show and lecture entitled "How
Hedwigs Hill Was Moved and Restored,"
presented by Will Robinson, the Ranch
Headquarters' historical architect.

a beautiful woman in a dream, and
spends the rest of his life searching for
her and composing songs in her honor;
or 2) he has a mystical experience in
which a religious figure appears and
tells him that he is designated to be
a poet. In the latter case, the chosen
one drinks a glass of cold fruit drink
poured by the religious figure to seal
his designation.
Walker and Uysal have traveled extensively in the Turkish provinces, and
hope eventually to produce fifty to sixty
bound volumes of Turkish folktales
translated into English. Their summer's
work was supported by the American
Philosophical Society.

Land-use symposium
held at Texas Tech
September 26 and 27 were the dates Of
a symposium at Texas Tech entitled
" Land Use Planning, Design and Management." The symposium, sponsored
by the University's Department of Park
Administration and Horticulture, is
considered unique because of its foo.is
on land use for predominately nonurbai
areas. Sessions dealt mainly with factur
affecting the use of natural reswrces
which concern people depending on
rural areas for their livelihood, or recrea
tion.
In conjunction with the sympos1um
was a September 26 dinner honoring
Professor Elo J. Urbanovsky, chainnai
of the Department of Park Administra.
tion and Horticulture, who is to retm
January 25.

Oak's effects on soil-water
content focus of research
Dr. Russ Pettit, assistant professor of
range and wildlife management, reports
that, in a study he conducted on
the effects of sand shinnery oak in
Yoakum county on soil-water storage
and depletion, it was found that removing the oak had no significant effect
upon soil-water storage. Pettit began
his study in 1970, motivated by the fact
that streams have often dried up
when surrounded by heavy brush
infestations, and become active again
upon removal of the brush. Thus,
logically, it seemed that brush which
could have such an effect upon a stream
would also greatly deplete the water
stored in the soil.
Pettit applied three experimental treatments to rangeland, checked against a
control plot. These treatments were

Items received
through exchange
Books and other publications have been
received recently through !CASALS'
information exchange program from the
following organizations and agencies :
The Australian Water Resources
Council; the National School of Agriculture, Chapi Chapingo, Mexico ; the
Research Institute of Forests and Rangelands, Tehran, Iran; the Academy of
Science of the Turkmen SSR, USSR;
the Scientific Council of Desert Study
and Development, USSR; the Order of
the Red Banner of Labour Desert Institute, USSR ; the U.S. Department of
Agriculture; the Government of Brazil;
the Agricultural Research Organization
of Israel; the Land Resources Division,
Great Britian; and the Israel Forestry
Association.
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1) to remove all vegetat ion from the
plot, baring the soil completely; 2) to
remove the oak only and leave all other
vegetation; and 3) to leave the oak on
the plot and remove all other plants.
Soil-water content was monitored to
a depth of 150 centimeters year-round.
In the third year, the average annual
soil-water content for treatments 1, 2, 3,
and the control plot was 44, 33, 32, and
31 cm., respectively. The only plot
having a significantly higher moisture
content than the control plot was the
bare one, which remained near the
saturation point for the duration of the
study. Says Pettit, "aft er leaf fall in
late October or early November little
water is lost by evapotranspiration. On
the other . hand, soil-water use from
mid-April through July is very rapid.
Where a good grass cover exists on
these soils, little savings in soil water
could be expected by removing this
woody plant."

Undergraduates get
research experience
Eleven Texas Tech University under·
graduates, under the direction of Dr.
John D. Reichert of the Department
of Electricar Engineering, were given
the opportunity during the past summer
to carry out independent research
projects focusing on the world's ene~
problems, including more efficient util·
ization of renewable natural resources.
Their r esearch was made possible by
National Science Foundation through its
Undergraduate Research Participation
program. These students were amo~g.
1,300 undergraduates chosen to particJ·
pate in such research.

0e

Museum exhibitsprepared
by graduate students
"Midland Minnie," a skeleton over 10,000 years old, has assumed her rightful
place a prominent spot in the Monahans
Sandhills Museum not many miles from
where she was discovered. Her remains,
the first Paleo-Indian skeleton unearthed
in the region, were found on a ranch
near Midland, Texas in 1953. She is
part of an exhibit prepared for the
Monahans Sandhills Museum in Ward
County by Texas Tech graduate students
Randy Henson of the Department of
Park Administration and Bill Green of
the Department of History. The two
have also prepared an exhibit depicting
a portion of military history for the Fort
Richardson State Historic Park in Jack
County, Texas.
The exhibit at the Monahans museum
traces the history of the deposition of
the sands of the area during intervals
of aridity which took place over a
million years ago; the period of Spanish
exploration which began in the 1500's;
the Gold Rush era, which was accompanied in Texas by the establishment of
the Texas and Pacific Railroad; the
period of Anglo settlement with its
farming rand ranching; and the discovery
of oil arid the resultant development of
the area's oil industry.

Atomic energy catalog
I

The Intei.1iational Atomic Energy
Agency has recently issued a catalog
desc~ibi11~_' . ~ll\ in-print publications
dealmg with peaceful uses of atomic
energy. Titles are listed by subject
and indexed by both key word and
series. The catalog is available free of
charge. Interested persons should write
to UNIPUB, Box 433, Murray Hill
Station, New York, New York 10016.

New publication
currently available
!CASALS Publication No. 74-2, Graduate Research in Arid and Semi-Arid
Lands at Texas Tech University,

1?28-1972, is now available. ComP.1led_ by Grace Eaton Lee, this publication IS the first volume of a two-volume
annotated bibliography published by
the International Center. The work
contains 729 entries, listing master's
theses and doctoral dissertations written at Texas Tech and pertaining to
~he .study of arid or semi-arid lands.
UbJec~ to changes in printing costs,
the price of the publication is $5.00 includmg postage and handling. Interested
persons should contact !CASALS in
care of the Publications Distribution
M
anager.

For Fort Richardson, Henson and Green
have constructed an exhibit showing the
way in which Cavalry and Infantry
enlisted men lived between 1867 and
1878. Mooh .of this exhibit brings to life
the Wareen Wagon Train attack of
1871, after which the men at Fort
Richardson :Played an important role
as pursuers o1 tbe attacking Indians.
It was the most famous .Indian attack
in the area.
The exhibits were prepared under the
direction of Dr. Elo J. Urbanovsky,
chairman of the Department of Park
Administration and Horticulture, and
Dr. James -W. Kitchen, professor in
the department. Expenses were covered
by a grant from the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department.

Bankers meet
"Managing for Profit in 1975" was the
theme of the second annual Bankers
Agricultura'l Credit Conference held
December 6-7 at Texas Tech. One
hundred twenty-five bankers from
eastern New Mexico and West Texas
attended the sessions, which were
devoted to the fiscal and monetary
policies of banks and their effects upon
agricultural .ct'edit and production-cost
outlook, as well as market potentials
and export demand for regional agricultural commodities. Sponsors of the
conference were 1:he ..l.IniY.ersity's Department of Agricultural Economics
and the banks of the Eighth District of
the Texas Bankers Association.

Ranch Headquarters
receives house
The Museum of Texas Tech University
announced in November the bequest of
a two and one-half story home by the
late Josephine Waddell Barton of Hale
County, Texas, to the Ranch Headquarters. The home, built by Mrs.
Barton's father-in-law Joseph James
Barton, had been her residence since
she married in 1917. The Barton house
is representative of the era of the
elegant home. Such homes eventually
replaced the dugouts and log cabins of
many ranchers who progressed to
prosperity. With the acquisition of the
building, the Ranch Headquarters must
find only one more historic structure-one from the Spanish era of the 1700'sbefore its project is complete. Upon
completion, the project will be used for
teaching and research, althoug'h it has
drawn and will continue to draw great
tourist interest.

-11-

Agricultural
leaders honored
Texas Tech University's College of
Agricultural Sciences recently held its
47th Annual Pig Roast, at which it
honored three prominent agricultural
leaders, as well as the donors and
recipients of over $25,000 in scholarships.
Plant breeder A. Bruce Maunder, seed
producer and livestook feeder Ray Joe
Riley, and agronomist Levon L. Ray
were presented the Gerald W. Thomas
Outstanding Agriculturalist Award. The
award, named for former agricultural
sciences dean Gerald W. Thomas, now
president of New Mexico State University, is presented each year for " demonstrated outstanding leadership in Texas
agriculture."
IntemationaUy recognized for his studies
on sorghum, Maunder serves as sorghum
research director for Dekalb AgResearch, Inc. Thirty-six generations of
sorghum investigation carried out by
Maunder have resulted in release both
in the U.S. and abroad of over 50 grain-,
silage-, and grazing-sorghum hybrids.
Riley, a registered plant breeder and
executive vice president of Riley Yieldmaster Seed Corp. and Rilcott Seed
Company, holds U.S. patents for whole
corn, whole cottonseed, and silage cattle
rations. In addition, he currently serves
as chairman of the Board of Directors
for Plains Cotton Growers Inc., of
which he is immediate past president·
vice-chairman of High Plains Resear~h
Foundation; president of Estacado Industries, Inc.; and vice-president of Six
R. Cattle Company. Ray is a professor
of agronomy and is in charge of Cotton
Breeding Programs with the Texas
Agricultural Experiment Station. He
was among the first to conduct research
on narrow-row, short-season cotton pr<r
duction and has made important investigations in breeding cotton for disease tolerance, fiber quality, earliness,
and adaptability to machine harvest.
Several lines used in bringing out commercia'l cotton varieties were developed
by Ray.
The 1974 Pig Roast was dedicated to
the memory of the late Howard Alford,
area cotton farmer and businessman.

Conselman elected
!CASALS Director Frank B. Conselman
has been elected president of the
American Geological Ins·t itute, a nonprofit federation of 18 national U.S.
societies in geology and geophysics.
Conselman took office in January.

Sheldgeese
(Continued from P.age 7)

sheldgoose and possible solutions to
the problem it presents. The Instituto
initiated an ambitious research program
during the fall in which Texas Tech
has participated by providing advice on
experimental design and support from
its library facilities.

Sand dunes
(Continued from Page 9)

and early 1900's, left large areas open
to flood-surge erosion, which eventually
allowed flood tides to cross the eroded
foredunes. Over a period of years, these
flood tides have moved the eroded sand
inland, where it has made a nuisance
of itself by getting into lowland vegetation, bays, lagoons, and navigation
channels, and accumulating on the
roads.
Thus, the purpose of the study was,
according to the final report, "to provide
tested specifications for how to use
vegetation to reconstruct destroyed or
denuded portions of foredunes of Gulf
Coast barrier islands." Because of the
area's semi-aridity, certain varieties
of plants suited to eastern U.S. coastal
regions do not flourish on the Texas
coast. The research team had to find
varieties of plants that would grow there
and could be used for dune stabilization.
Experimental plots covered 2.5 linear
miles on Padre Island and consisted of
beach plantings and fence-built dunes,
with experiments on the effects of
certain nutrients and salinity on beach
grass carried out in a greenhouse.
It was found that plantings made on the
backbeach served best to stabilize
dunes. The researchers also tried building bare dunes with sandfencing and
then stabilizing them with vegetation,
but this process was more expensive as
well as more difficult. For sand stabilization by planting, bitter panicum and
sea-oats proved to be the best-adapted
varieties. These plants were established
on the backbeach in order to trap sand
as it accumulated. At the end of the fiveyear project, a dune 11.4 feet high h ad
been created by a sea-oats planting.
It was found that a 50-foot wide planting

Limnology association meets
The XIX Congress of the International
Association of Limnology, held in
August at the University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, resulted in the adoption of
two major resolutions, one regarding
phosphorus in inland waters, and the
other dealing with the increased
amounts of man-made pollutants in the
atmosphere which are resulcing in
increased pollution of lakes, rivers, and
groundwaters.
The resolution on phosphorus was
introduced by Dr. David Schindler of
the Freshwater Institute in Winnipeg,
who proposed that, because phosphorus
plays an integral part in eutrophication
of inland waters, its addition to these
waters should be controlled "by any
means available." Suggested control
methods include restric tion of the use
of phosphorus-containing cleaning
agents; phosphate remnval by sewage
treatment plants discharging effluents
into inland waters; and control of
drainage from such sources of
phosphorus as feedlots, agriculturai
areas, and septic tanks. Schindler added
that "control measures for nilrogen
was sufficient to trap all available
blowing sand.
Dahl expects that the resu:lts of the
project will be useful to the National
Park Service, to the Texas Highway
Department, which is responsible
for keeping roads open on the coastal
islands, to various oil companies, and
to persons involved in the develop.
ment of the islands. The report will be
published as a Technical Bulletin of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
and should appear this month or next.

should be considered as well in basins
where there is evidence that such con.
trols are appropriate."
Dr. Gene E. Likens of Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, introduced
the resolution that the XIL Congress
publicly deplore "degradation of aquatic
ecosystems" and insist that govern.
ments, scientists, engineers, and laymen
"investigate thoroughly the ecological
magnitude of [the changes wrought by
acidification and other types of water
pollution in inland water], and ...
undertake prompt and ecologically
sound remedial action."
The next Congress will convene in
Denmark in 1977.

New publication
Elsevier Sequoia S.A. of Lausanne,
Switzerland, and the Foundation for
Environmental Conservation of Geneva,
Switzerland, announce the publication
of a new journal entitled Environmental
Conservation, which advocates action
directed toward the protection of the
environment of all living things includ·
ing man. The journal, to be printed
quarterly, began publication with the
Spring 1974 issue. Its scope is world
wide. Those wishing to contribute should
submit papers, in English, to Professor
Nicholas Polunin; 15, Chemin F. Leh·
mann; 1218 Grand-Saconnex; Switzerland. There are no page charges, and
authors will be supplied 50 free reprints.
Review copies of the spring issue may
be requested from Elsevier S~quoia
S.A., P .O. Box 851, CH-1001 Lausanne 1,
Switzerland.

The ICAS.US Newsletter ls a quarterly
publication of the International Center for
Arid and Sem1-Arld Land Studies at
Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 4620,
Lubbock, Texas, U.S.A. 79409. Phone
AC 806: 742-6140.
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